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Abstract: - Credit card fraud, a significant and growing problem in commerce that costs the global economy billions of dollars each
year, has kept up with technological advancements as criminals devise new and innovative methods to defraud account holders,
merchants, and financial institutions. While traditional fraudulent methods involved card cloning, skimming, and counterfeiting during
transactional processes, the rapid adoption and evolution of Internet technologies aimed at facilitating trade has given rise to new
digitally initiated illegitimate transactions, with online credit card fraud beginning to outpace physical world transactions. According to
the literature, the financial industry has used statistical methods and Artificial Intelligence (AI) to keep up with fraudulent card patterns,
but there appears to be little effort to provide neural network architectures with proven results that can be adapted to financial legacy
systems. The paper examines the feasibility and practicality of implementing a proof-of-concept Perceptron-based Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) architecture that can be directly plugged into a legacy paradigm financial system platform that has been trained on
specific fraudulent patterns. When using a credit checking subscription service, such a system could act as a backup.
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outcome would be a financial system that can help
with the identification of fraudulent business credit
card transactions.

1 Introduction
Data mining plays an important role for both the
technology and businesses. It can present complex
information into something useful, easy to
understand and reflect the most up-to-date status in
real-time. Furthermore, it can help the organizations
to achieve its goals, improve its business and
enhance products and services. One important area
is the credit card fraud detection and analysis
enabled by data mining. This paper applies business
analytics procedures focused on credit card fraud
detection commonly found inside the retail industry
by utilizing a business retailer legacy system
situated in South Africa as the fundamental
contextual investigation. The examination centers in
the formation of a data mining, visual representation
and an adaptable and viable programming solution,
consisting of a few loosely coupled separate
modular components that could be integrated in
legacy financial systems for credit card fraud
detection. By using an object orientated
methodology, the paper presents a completely
adaptable and configurable Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) suite [1], ready to plug
straightforwardly into a legacy paradigm [2]. The
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Credit card companies have executed different
techniques to lessen fraud in business transactions.
This incorporates fuzzy logic offered as membership
systems, including chip-n-pin [3], contactless [4]
and 3D Secure [5], challenge-and-response
procedures, presently consolidating mobile and
credit card purchases through GPS (Global
Positioning System) that match purchase location
against user’s data [6].
Yet, Zetter [7], contends that fraud done face to face
with a card have dropped since criminals can't
utilize fake cards with stolen information embossed
on them any longer and cautions that fraud
including card not present transactions has
altogether increased. Shankland [6], gives that any
significant expense, low-return estimates used to
recognize fraud won't be implemented if the
expense surpasses the likely gains from fraud
decrease and means we are in a dilemma where
solutions should be successful at identifying fraud
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yet cost effective, as degree of profitability versus
accuracy [8] is a significant metric that must be
considered.

time to train. Dietterich, Hild and Bakri (1995),
have also compared the performance of the back
propagation neural network algorithm with that of
the ID3 type of Decision Tree algorithm on the task
of mapping English text to phonemes and stresses.
They have observed that the back propagation
neural network algorithm consistently out
performed the ID3 Decision tree algorithm by
several percentage points.

Patidar and Sharma [9], depicts that while data
mining procedures are utilized to discover
relationship in datasets [10], data collected, and
classification requires extra off-line processing and
data analysis to comprehend and perceive what has
been clustered. Also, knowledge discovery made
through data analysis, requires a comprehension of
data partitioning and correlation problems [11] prior
to creating rule-based systems based on
observations and patterns. Zhang and Bivens [12]
performed scientific comparisons between Bayesian
Networks (BN) and Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN) explicitly in performance, inferring that BN
are less sensitive to small datasets with incomplete
information, and have better performance for
conditions that change quickly. Nonetheless, ANN
albeit less exact and subject to training methods can
achieve quicker model assessment times,
appropriate for conditions that request require high
volume rea-time predictive analytics [12].

Lim, Loh and Shin (2000), have compared 22
decision trees, 9 statistical and 2 neural networks
algorithms on 32 data sets using classification
accuracy as a measure. One of the statistical
algorithms called poly class was the best of all
algorithms evaluated. Other top ranked algorithms
included linear regression, logical discriminant
analysis and Quest with linear splits Decision Tree
algorithm.
End
Ostensibly, for any credit card transaction fraud
recognition to be viable, any implemented system
should assess and predict on known data patterns in
real time without disrupting the execution of the
credit card processing system [9]. Also, ANN as
indicated by Zhang and Bivens [12], performs better
with large data volumes containing skewed data
distributions [13], and as fraudulent business
transactions are a little part of this volume [10] for
this research, we trust ANN to be appropriate. As
indicated by Joshi et al. [14], although the main
application of ANN is in machine learning, pattern
recognition is also an important application of this
technology and for this reason suitable for our
research.

There are many comparative studies of classification
algorithms in the literature for similar fields such as
credit card fraud and Intrusion Detection systems,
and so on. A well known comparative study of the
classification algorithms was carried out in the
STATLOG project (Michie et al, 1994) involving 22
real world data sets and about 23 different
algorithms. One of the main observations in the
study was that many of the classification algorithms
compared performed best over a collection of
datasets but there was no unique best classifier
across all datasets. And the performance of each
algorithm depended on the characteristics of the
dataset.
Here

ANN have been utilized recently for fraud detection
in the financial business, Gómez et. al. [15]
executed an ANN based framework for fraud
detection in the banking industry by focusing on
unevenness, data processing and cost metric
assessment. Wang,et. al. [16] proposed a fraud
detection system based on an ANN neural
organization targeting tackling the issues of slow
convergence rate, easy to fall into local optimum,
network defects and poor system stability. Zhang et.
al. [17] proposed a fraud detection model based on
ANNs which increases the fraud detection
performance comparing with existing condensed
nearest neighbor data mining-based algorithms.
Jurgovsky et. al. [18] proposed the fraud detection
problem as a sequence classification tasks and
employs Long Short-Term Memory networks to
incorporate transaction sequences and integrates
feature aggregation strategies.

Maes et al (2000) compared artificial neural
networks and Bayesian networks in their ability to
detect credit card fraud. Maes et al observed that
Bayesian networks performed better than neural
networks in detecting credit card fraud.
Shavlik, Mooney and Towell (1991), have
compared the performance of the ID3 type of
Decision Tree algorithm with the back propagation
and perceptron neural networks algorithms on five
real world data sets in terms of classification
accuracy. They found that the back propagation
neural network algorithm performed better than the
other two algorithms even though it takes a longer
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Because it has more research values for
investigations, this paper will show the design,
conceptualization, implementation, and testing of an
MLP ANN that can be easily integrated in a
financial legacy system, which is comprised of an
input and output layer using a single hidden layer
supplemented with bias neurons to identify and
classify fraudulent credit card transactions.

Data mining suggests the extensive use of data, to
drive decisions and actions [19]. Data mining has a
history of successful application in fraud detection,
for instance, Massa and Valverde [20] proposed a
new data mining software-based system for fraud
detection based of anomaly detection data analysis
techniques with the purpose to predict computer
intrusion attacks in web applications. Also, Kraus
and Valverde [21] were able to successfully
implement a data visualization and data mining
system based on database store procedures in SQL
and business intelligence visualization tools for the
detection of fraud in procurement transactions in
supply chain operations management.

The paper presents a data mining and visualization
artefact developed and modelled on the perceptron
algorithm [1] for a financial legacy system, using
on-line supervised training by using the feed
forward backpropagation algorithm (Bentley et al.,
2000) [30][31], and momentum [32], that can learn
from and classify transactional credit card data
patterns provided and detect fraudulent transactions.

A legacy system is an older software application
that uses an obsolete hardware and software
platform which is hard and expensive to maintain
and integrate with modern systems [22]. Many
challenges exist with legacy systems mainly because
their lack ability to adapt to modern trends towards
data mining, enterprise systems and supply chain
systems [23]. Picton [24] and Gallant [25] describe
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) as “complex
distributed parallel processing systems”, the
implementation of an ANN can be quite challenging
as it requires a complex arrangement of components
that need to interact with each other.

Another objective of this paper is to use techniques
for pattern recognition and credit card data
classification commonly found in the financial and
retail industries to identify fraudulent credit card
transactions using a case study of a large
commercial and public retailer and by implementing
a flexible and configurable Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) software component that can
Materials and procedures
A large commercial and public retailer extracted
credit card transactional data from their production
database, yielding 13,9 million transactions totaling
R8,9 billion over a two-year period, as shown in
Figure 1. (2014-2016).

The objective of this paper is to create an IT
Artefact with different levels of abstraction that has
the intention of reducing the inherent complexity
normally associated with designing, training,
validating and implementing ANN systems by
providing a simple intuitive interface. This IT
Artefact is intended also to integrate with existing
financial legacy systems with minimal disruption or
impact to currently active and implemented
processes, workflow, and business logic. The
intention of the research is to contribute to literature
by providing a software ANN solution that can be
used to extend the functionality of existing legacy
financial systems with the purpose of providing
fraud detection services.

After analyzing data totals provided by large
commercial and public retailers in Figure 1, it was
discovered that fraudulent credit card transactions
were at a percentage of 0.0977 percent, which is
slightly higher than The UK Cards Association
(2013), which states that credit card fraud in the
United Kingdom has increased to 7,4 pence per
hundred pounds (0.074 percent). However, as
described by [34, 35], the distribution of fraudulent
transactions within total transactional volume is
skewed, with the extracted dataset showing a
comparative total of 0.0501 percent fraudulent
transactions. While reported figures from large
commercial and public retailers may be similar with
those provided by The UK Cards Association
(2013), it should be noted that our study operates in
a different geographical location, and the data
provided for this paper is subject to transactional
patterns unique to the industry in which they
operate. Typically, for most real world domains the
training dataset would closely represent the density
and distribution of the production dataset.

Similarly, while the IT Artefact developed for this
paper can generate an array of single level
perceptrons (SLPs) and multi-level perceptions
(MLPs), it may cause issues such as creating
networks with varying connectional patterns [26]
and varying topologies based on configurable
parameters. According to [27], [28], and [29], credit
card fraud and detection can be classified as a "nonlinear data classification and regression problem."
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Therefore, to create such a representative set of the
data, random sampling was used. Furthermore,
random sampling provides an unbiased view of the
data. However, random sampling may not work well
especially when modeling rare occurrences within
the data.

2 Problem Formulation

Due to relatively low levels of fraudulent
transactions in comparison to total credit card
volumes, the detection and classification methods
using predictive systems capable of handling
skewed distributions [34][35], as well as noise and
classification overlaps [36], that are easily trainable,
testable, verifiable, and upgradeable, are required.
This study investigated the feasibility and accuracy
of using a custom software application based on
object-oriented design and by using the Java
language and Perceptron ANN algorithm [1],
modelled, MLP, that was specifically developed as
an IT Artefact by using standard feed-forward,
supervised on-line training with momentum [32] as
a learning algorithm.
The software solution was designed and
implemented as a modular, loosely coupled and
interchangeable component-based ANN suite,
applying several commonly used design patterns as
described by [38], and trained to be able to correctly
classify and identify fraudulent transactions within
datasets provided by a case study located in South
Africa, with data spanning over a two-year period
(2014-2016). The software module custom
developed was integrated into financial legacy
systems to visualize and detect fraud using the
trained ANN. All collected the data for this study
has been independently audited and confirmed by
the firm Mazars (leading international audit, tax and
advisory firm) in South Africa.

Figure 1 – Data extract summary, large commercial retailer showing
breakdown and totals per transaction type.

Because the case study's data distributions show a
skewed gradient of 0.0501 percent, where 99,9499
percent of transactions are legitimate, resulting in
difficult training scenarios and slow convergence
rates (Bentley et al., 2000), the number of legitimate
transactions was reduced, providing a higher
percentage of fraud ratio of 13,94%. The data was
divided into training samples with less skewed data
(Stolfo et al.,1997) and a fraud / non-fraud dataset
ratio of (6974 (fraud) /50000 (legitimate)).

The datasets provided was divided into three
sections:

Naturally, any implemented system requires several
metrics, and this study focused on metrics capable
of measuring not only classification accuracy but
also algorithm cost functions during convergence
processes via back-propagation [30][31], with
momentum [32].
According to Twomey and Smith [39], forward
feed, backpropagation neural networks are one of
most used neural networks learning algorithm that
has been successfully applied to a wide range of
industries and sectors within commerce, able to
solve pattern recognition and classification
problems with varying degrees of success.

1. Training data that consists of data and target
values that are presented to the system for learning
purposes.
2. Generalization data that has not previously been
seen by the network but whose target values are
known to the evaluators.
3. Evaluation data that will be used to simulate a
production environment, consisting of data that has
not been seen by the system or used during training
and generalization but known to the evaluators as
target values.
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For example, Ghosh and Reilly [40] conducted
research using a forward feed, backpropagation
ANN to detect credit card fraud using large datasets
provided by a card issuer (Mellon Bank). They
demonstrated that such system could successfully
classify lost, stolen, counterfeit, and mail-order
fraud over a two-month period. White [41], on the
other hand, adds that ANN systems must have some
associated metric or validation process to ensure
data quality, network design complexity, and
generalization within the network to work as
expected, producing and returning output vectors
with some level of accuracy.

To improve generalization of results for unseen
data, training tolerance levels and margins may need
to be adjusted in many cases. For this purpose, this
study provided an adjustable momentum [49],
learning [50], RMSE, and epoch rates that could be
used to refine results and improve generalization,
resulting in a better distributed Gaussian function
approximation.
Tetko [51] warns that Perceptron-based ANN
models are prone to over-fitting, which is defined as
a problem that occurs when “a network describes
noise rather than the underlying data relationships”.
Leinweber [52] also suggests that over-fitting may
occur in network models with excessive topology
complexity or in network models with too many
defined parameters (neurons / nodes) against
inherently less complicated datasets, resulting in
poor predictive generalization qualities or low
performance results.

Duro and Reyes [42] suggest that three of the most
commonly used metrics for the validation and
verification of Neural Networks are the Mean
Absolute Error (MAE) [43], Root Mean Squared
Error (RMSE) [44], and a percentage classification
[45], where the network's "goodness" is measured
by comparing network output vectors against known
and expected target values and in a similar manner.

There are limitations for the chosen ANN model for
this study and for this purpose, different
precautionary measures can be included in the IT
Artefact as configurable parameters capable of
applying weight decay [53], dropout or pruning
[54], and data shuffling [55]. This study, however,
did not use early stopping [56] during network
training because this could be described as a manual
procedure and verification process requiring some
knowledge and competency in neural network
training
paradigms,
and
the
proposed
implementation IT Artefact was designed for the
layman or non-neural network expert users.

According to Duro and Reyes [42], while there is
“no well-formulated” or theoretical methodology for
ANN model valuation, the proposed metrics can
encompass all variations and aspects of neural
network design. According to Tino, Cernansky, and
Benuskova [46], the standard practice is to base
model validation on specific network performance
measurements (NPM) based on data that was not
used in model construction [47]. Similarly, this
study used a technique in which both validation and
test data were not included in the actual training
data sets used to determine the network's ability to
generalize on previously unseen results. The study
also employs a mean percentage estimator (MPE)
computed and summed [48], which is used to
determine the level of accuracy and generalization
of the neural network using a binary output [42]
approach. Defined and mapped output neurons are
expected to produce results in the range of zero to
one, with one representing a positive result (neuron
has fired) and zero representing a negative result
(neuron has not fired). When vectors returned by
output neurons have a value greater than 0.5, it is
assumed that the output was one, and when the
value is less than 0.5, a zero value is assumed [41].

2 Neural network framework and
design
To create a fully scalable and maintainable system,
it is proposed that the system should be built with
separate and interchangeable components that can
be swapped out without affecting the rest of the
software, with the goal of integrating this system
with a legacy financial system for data mining
purposes. Taking this into consideration, it is
proposed that a modular system be developed,
consisting of several loosely coupled and integrated
components, each housing and encapsulating their
own business logic, which when combined will
implement a fully functional neural network suite
that can be upgraded at any time without affecting
other components in the legacy financial system.

White [41] suggests that while MPE estimators [45],
MAE [43], and RMSE [44] are good
approximations and indicators of network
performance, it is also a good practice to show cost
functions and learning curve estimators.
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Keeping modularity, encapsulation of business
logic, and system integration in mind, the study
implemented three IT Artefacts which include the
following:

i. Front Controller Pattern: According to Freeman et
al. [57], a front controller design pattern is used to
provide a centralized request handling mechanism
that allows all requests to be handled by a single
handler. The research uses this design pattern for the
same purpose, allowing the desktop application to
act as a centralized handler capable of controlling
the proposed plugin components.

1. A Neural Network: encapsulated with its own
business logic that uses feed-forward to compute
and return vector results based on input parameters
passed, as well as a back-propagation function that
uses the gradient descent chain-rule to parameterize
and train the network within error margins defined
by users. Although only one learning algorithm was
implement, users can upload and use pre-configured
and trained algorithms.
2. A Desktop Visualization: Application installed on
a local machine that can be used to visualize the
neural network to the user as well as allow users for
network parameterization, configuration, training,
and validation prior to deployment. It is also
proposed that the Desktop application serve as a
framework rather than encapsulating any business
logic, and that it is composed of several independent
applications loaded at run-time that offer integration
into a single application that represents the Neural
Network and configurable parameters.

ii. The Singleton Design Pattern: According to
Freeman et al. [57], singleton design patterns, which
are often regarded as the simplest design patterns in
use today and fall under creational patterns, are one
of the best ways to create a single class object that
can be accessed directly without the need to
instantiate such an object first. The research focuses
on plug-in components that will be directly
controlled
by
the
Desktop
Visualization
Application, often consisting of a single class with
known exposed public methods to facilitate message
flow. The singleton pattern is seen as the best fit
because it ensures that proposed solution will deal
only with a single instance of each plug-in object
type.
iii. The Template Design Pattern: According to
Freeman et al. (2004), abstract classes can be used
to expose pre-defined methods or events that can be
used to implement and invoke messages between
objects by using a Template Design Pattern, which
is classified under the behavioral category.
Similarly, the research employs the Template
Design Pattern to provide a common referenced
framework of known and exposed methods and call
back events for the creation of additional and ad-hoc
components that can be plugged into the Desktop
Visualization Application. According to FreemanBenson [57], one of the benefits of using this design
pattern is that objects do not need to know about
each other at design time because calls are only
invoked at run-time.

3. A Neural Interface for Data Mining: This resides
on the legacy financial banking application server
and responds in real-time to banking system
requests, computing output vectors based on input
vectors and passing algorithms. It is also proposed
that the neural network be able to upload and
process various algorithms passed in real-time,
making such an interface generic and extensible
beyond the scope of this study that provides
flexibility and more general application of the
proposed solution.
In addition to the previously identified Factory
Design Pattern, which is used to create neurons
based on user and system passed parameters, it is
suggested that the Neural Network Framework
employs the Prototype Design Pattern described by
[57], which loads and creates neuron objects stored
in cache at run-time. According to Fowler [38], such
an approach would not only significantly improve
system performance but also would also reduce
estimated resources and overhead requirements by
not having to create multiple objects that are already
available and accessible in memory. The following
design patterns have been identified to aid
functionality and future scalability in the event that
any individual component of the application
requires enhancements or upgrades.

E-ISSN: 2224-2856

The design employs different software design
patterns that are used to not only create a flexible,
scalable, and easily maintainable, upgradeable
system, but design patterns and their application
also solve commonly occurring architectural
problems in the industry and provide reliable and
proven methods to implement best design practices
[38].
Considering the points made by [38] and Freeman et
al. [57], the use and implementation of proposed
design patterns for this research would significantly
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aid in system design, rather than simply hammering
a solution into a pattern for the sake of using one.

system overhead associated with component
creation but will also improve performance by
reducing resource requirements while increasing
response time.

A Neural Network Framework: incorporates two
different design patterns and is used to dynamically
create neuron objects based on system and user
parameters passed. The Neural Network Framework
can model simple and complex neural network
design structures made up of individual neuron
objects, each modelled after the Perceptron neuron
model [1] as shown in Figure 2, and containing
several functions, algorithms, and data rules derived
from a common base class called Neuron.

Figure 3 Neural Network Factory Pattern Class Diagram.

The Visualization Desktop Application functions as
a framework, loading, invoking, and exposing
methods in commonly created desktop application
components, which when combined provide a
graphical overview and representation of the Neural
Network, allowing for parameter updates and
network configurability. The Neural Network
Framework depicted in figure 4 handles all
processing and creational logic associated with
neural networks, this component was developed to
use the Front Controller Design Pattern as described
by Freeman et al. [57] to provide a centralized
request handling mechanism that will handle
component authentication during run-time, which is
used by the Desktop Application. Figure 4 also
depicts several class diagrams, their methods, and
their relationships to one another, providing a
graphical representation of the proposed Desktop
Application that has implemented the design
pattern. However, the Desktop Application
Framework will be used not only to create
components, but also as a message distribution
mechanism to facilitate collaboration between
components, as well as to track and log requests
made by components. However, because Desktop
Application Components are referenced in run-time
using public methods accessed via signature
coupling via dynamic late binding [58], the Desktop
Application Framework will be unable to
distinguish between component types and will
instead broad cast events and messages generated to
all components, which will then be required to filter
messages and only act on those messages specific to
those components.

Figure 2 The modern Perceptron Neuron Model, based on (Rosenblatt,
1958), showing input weights, summation and activation function
(using a logarithmic sigmoidal).

The base component from which all neurons inherit
their traits is simply defined as a Neuron Class
within the Neural Network Framework, and
although some of the methods are overridden in
different Neuron types, depending on their
functionality, the research uses the Factory Design
Pattern [38] to create Neurons based on type (Input,
n-Hidden, and Output), and such a design pattern
would allow Figure 3 depicts a class diagram of
how such a Neural Network would be designed
using a predefined Interface and Neuron Factory.
The Neural Network employs the Prototype Design
Pattern [38], which allows created neuron types to
be stored and accessed in a hash-table that is then
referenced and accessed during run-time, as
Freeman et al. [57] describe that it is easier to access
and use for existing objects that have already been
created and are resident in memory than it is to
create and use new components during run-time. As
a result, it is expected that this design pattern and its
implementation will not only reduce the amount of
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into the legacy financial banking system. As
previously discussed, the Neural Network is the
heart of the Desktop Application and Neural
Interface and is based on a Perceptron Neural
Network model, consisting of individual neuron
objects, each with their own business logic,
methods, and validation rules inherited from the
base Neuron Object created using a Factory Design
Pattern.

The installed Visualization Desktop application
serves as a framework for combining and displaying
separate components that collectively comprise the
Desktop Application, and it was implemented by
using the Java language and by loading JAR files of
pre-created components in run-time and displaying
their information in a graphical format using a Tab
per component approach.

Figure 5 Neural Network On-Line Training Cycle using Standard
Backpropagation

Figure 5 shows the internal desktop framework
logic used to upload component JAR files and
invoke the components. While the blue section
represents the general shared communication
objects and protocol used to invoke exposed
methods in components using the Template Design
Pattern. The Singleton Design Pattern is used by the
Desktop Application, which means that each
component only has one instance of the Desktop
Application running. Figure 6 depicts the
architectural overview and workflow for creating
and communicating plugin components, as well as
the workflow and business logic for this design
pattern and its implementation.

Figure 4 Class Diagram for the Front Controller Pattern implemented by
the Desktop Application

As previously stated, input vectors and computed
output results are returned using a standard feedforward mechanism common in Neural Networks,
in which each vector passes through each layer and
Neuron performing input summation followed by an
activation function. The Sigmoid Activation
function is used for each neuron in the hidden layer
before passing vectors to the levels below it in this
study.

Because the Neural Network has a several different
exposed methods compared to the collective
components that act as plugin network configurable
nodes, the section in yellow in figure 6 lists specific
communication with the Neural Network.

However, in order to train the Neural Network to
correctly identify data and classify information
based on patterns, it is proposed that the network be
trained using the standard backpropagation gradient
descent – chain rule algorithm, which allows for a
gradual reduction in the error rate via an iterative
cycle process to eventually match the MSE rate as
provided by the user. In this research, the standard
backpropagation algorithm was used as it is easier to
code and test but may be replaced by a more modern
training method if the proof of concept is
demonstrated.

E-ISSN: 2224-2856

Because software components are specifically
developed as visual representations of a created
neural network updated and displayed in a tabular
format using the Desktop Application Framework as
a common platform, components will contain
parameterized display information describing where
they will appear on the screen as well as when they
will be displayed, depending on the workflow
processes.
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Neuron responses less than 0.5 were treated as zero,
while neuron responses greater than 0.5 are treated
as one). The different configurations used are in
figure 13.

Figure 6 shows the possible locations where any
component may appear based on a defined grid
format coded into the Visualization Desktop
Application Framework.

While several dataset processing techniques are
used in ANN training, Gallant [59] claims that the
most commonly used splitting ratio for ANN using a
single dataset for training, generalization, and
validation is 60%, 20%, 20%, as shown in figure 7,
where a network is:
• Trained on 60% of the data with both inputs
and expected target values presented to the
network, [60].
• Generalization, which accounts for 20% of a
dataset, measures how well a network can
generalize on previously unseen results [61]
and serves as a performance indicator [62]
by passing both input and target values.
• Validation data, which is made up of 20%
of a training data set, is used to simulate
unseen data that was not used in training or
generalization verification and serves as a
production environment simulation and
final network performance indicator.

Figure 6 Neural Network Framework – Feed Forward Workflow and
System Log.

3 Results
The development for the Neural Network
Framework, Neural Interface and Desktop plugin
components was performed by using, Java JDK 1.8
on NetBeans 8.1 and the Desktop Application acting
as a UI (User Interface) was developed using
JavaFX 1.8. Unit and system testing was conducted
by using JUnit (Junit.org, 2016), following a test
driven development approach (TDD).

Figure 7 Standard dataset split used for training, generalization and
validation.

The results and findings presented in this section are
based on system implementation, integration with a
financial legacy systems, and test results obtained
over a two-year period using datasets provided by a
large commercial retailer (2014-2016). Mazars in
South Africa independently audited and confirmed
all results and findings.

Using the same method, our data will be
divided into the following datasets based on the
above ratios (where 56974 is the total dataset
6974𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑢𝑑

size) (50000

𝑙𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒

i. Training data = (56974 * 60%) = 34184

An MLP (Multi-Layer Perceptron) neural network
configuration consisting of different input neurons
and different output neurons, with one hidden layer
where each neuron will return a classification value,
was used for the implementation. (Threshold Logic:
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iii. Generalization data = (56974 * 20%) =
11395
Note – Percentage ratio outputs are rounded up
to the nearest whole number.

Figure 9 Training samples using different network configurations

Similarly, Istook and Martinez [63] claim that
“windowed momentum,” also known as data
shuffling, as shown in Figure 8, “achieved an
average speed-up of 32% in convergence time”
when compared to standard methods.

Figure 8 Data shuffling / windowed dataset

While several dataset processing techniques are
used in ANN training, Gallant [25] claims that
splitting a dataset is the most commonly used
technique. While applying Ockham's Razor [66] to
determine the number of input and output nodes on
a network is relatively straightforward, [51],
Livingstone and Luik, [67], warn that determining
the exact number of hidden neurons frequently
involves a trial-and-error approach in which a
network is trained for a number of times using
variant parameters.

Figure 10 depicts a decrease in MAE (Mean
Absolute Error) rates during the same training cycle,
whereas Figure 11 depicts a decrease in MAPE
(Mean Absolute Percentage Error) rates during the
training cycle.
Figure 10 MAE rates during training using network configuration 5

Winston [68] adds that momentum, learning rates,
and MSE (Mean Squared Error) variations may
have an adverse effect on network performance and
convergence rates. For this reason, the research uses
a trial-and-error approach, training the ANN on the
same datasets, using identical initial weighted
connections, and then selecting the one with the best
performance. convergence rates and least amount of
overfitting as shown in figure 9.

Figure 11 MAPE rates during training using network configuration 5

As described and shown in figure 12, the ANN
configuration performed best with the integration of
the financial legacy system on the datasets provided
by network configuration number 5. This because
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this configuration not only produces shorter training
cycles but also matches a better fitting curve with
fewer errors during validation and generalization,
reporting a total of 19 incorrect results out of 11395
as shown in figure 12.

credit card fraud and reported accuracy levels of 98
percent. Similarly, Ghosh and Reilly [40], who
conducted a feasibility study at Mellon Bank using
customer-supplied datasets covering lost cards,
stolen cards, application fraud, counterfeit fraud,
mail order fraud, and NRI (Non-Received Issue)
fraud, concluded that “the network detected
significantly more fraud accounts (an order of
magnitude more) with significantly fewer false
positives (reduced by a factorial approach)”.
However, none of the previous studies addressed the
issue of integration with legacy financial
information systems that is the main contribution of
this rearch.

The research results show that predictive estimator
accuracy levels appear relatively high due to data
correlation issues [69], statistical bias [65],
indicators, or common overfitting (overfitting,
2016), all of which occur in Perceptron-based
Neural Network models. Overfitting, as described
by Duro and Reyes [42], can lead to poor predictive
results on unseen data, whereas predictive ratios
between seen and unseen results show a variance of
7, 9, and 19 incorrectly reported transactions (on
algorithm 5, shown in Table 3) between training,
validation, and generalization datasets used, giving a
gradient= (y 2-y 1)/ (x 2-x 1) = (19-9) (9-7) =
10/2=5. That is, while predictions on unseen results
appear to be poorer, the deviation is only 5%.

Figure 12 Incorrectly classified transactions based on best training curve
with least overfitting

Similarly, graphical results (shown in Figure 13)
returned by the system during generalization, where
target values are not presented during result
computations but are matched against system output
results, revealed findings similar to those shown in
Figure 12.

According to Dezhong Peng et al. [50] if a statistical
bias is introduced, model design may incorrectly
under or overcompensate for missing variables by
under or overestimating connectional weights,
resulting in variable connectional weights that
become inadvertently large to compensate for
incorrectly correlated data,]. However, as shown in
Figure 14, in our research, neuron weights are close
to zero, leading us to believe that statistical biases
did not contribute to data and result findings in this
case.

Figure 13 Training samples using different network configurations

4 Discussion
According to the findings of this study, the
visualization and data mining ANN artefact
developed for this paper, which is capable of
dynamically creating a variety of user defined
Neural Network architectures varying in network
topology, connectional patterns, and size, was able
to successfully train, validate, and generalize on
datasets and patterns provided by the case study
company, reporting estimated accuracy levels.
However, while the network's predictive capability
appears to have a high performance, this is
consistent with research results reported by Patidar
and Sharma [9], who conducted a similar study on
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Credit card fraud data, on the other hand, can be
described as "skewed distributions" by Stolfo et al.
[34] because the number of fraudulent transactions
is statistically significantly lower than the total
volume of transactions. Such skewed distributions
are expected to appear within datasets even after
normalization, using a Gaussian distribution
function, expressed as p(x)=Ae^(-λ (x-a)^2 ),
specifically designed to deal with variables that are
“inherently positive or strongly skewed” or
classification overlaps (Fawcett and Provost, 1997)
as in Figure 15, representing generalized data
consisting of 11395 t. Figure 16 depicts computed
output responses, whereas Figure 17 depicts actual
expected target values.

As a result, the research shows that Perceptronbased Neural Networks can successfully identify,
classify, and predict credit card fraud within the
datasets provided, levels of accuracy are dependent
on network size, training patterns provided, and data
quality. While the system correctly identifies the
vast majority of transactions, it should be noted that
in some cases, transactional data deviates from
normal distribution curves, and such anomalies must
be considered when developing fraud prevention
strategies. A limitation to consider is that the
research and findings are limited to a single
customer and dataset, and results may differ
depending on datasets, an organization's geographic
area of operation, or operational sector within the
industry.

4 Conclusions
As demonstrated in our paper, data mining can be
used to address both business and technical
challenges. Data mining provides powerful,
effective, and extremely useful methods for
processing large amounts of data, quickly and
accurately completing data analysis, and providing
real solutions to help businesses move forward with
their strategies, operations, and solutions for their
clients in the following major areas.

Figure 15 Gaussian Data Distribution

The main goal of this paper was to demonstrate how
to use techniques for pattern recognition and credit
card data classification commonly found in the
financial and retail industries to identify fraudulent
credit card transactions using a flexible and
configurable Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
software component that can plug directly into a
legacy system. This technique may be useful in the
reengineering of legacy systems in the banking
industry.

Figure 16 Computed output Neuron responses.

First, using datasets provided by company for the
case study, the visualization and data mining
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) modules were
developed and they were able to successfully
identify, predict, and classify fraudulent credit card
transactions with an accuracy level of 98 percent
(Table 1), but training on large datasets proved
difficult due to data availability.

Figure 17 Expected Target Values.

According to the study's findings, the IT Artefact
developed for this paper, which is capable of
dynamically creating a variety of user defined
Neural Network architectures varying in network
topology, connectional patterns, and size, was able
to successfully train, validate, and generalize on
datasets and patterns provided by the company used
for the case study with estimated accuracy levels of
98.33.
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Table 1 Accuracy level of ANN

the quality and quantity [68] of data provided, and
that while a Neural Network may perform well
during
training
and
validation
sessions,
generalization issues may arise as a result of
overfitting when creating networks that are
inherently too complicated. Also, underfitting
occurs when a network structure is too light in
weight, resulting in non-convergence problems,
which are also considered a trial-and-error process.

∑ 𝑑2

𝜎 = √[ 𝑛−1]

𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =

𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑢𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
6975
= 0.1224 =
56973

Third, while credit card fraud can be predicted and
identified with some accuracy as a non-linear data
regression and classification problem [66], there are
transactions that fall outside of standard distribution
and Gaussian curves, resulting in false positives and
Visa-Versa, and such anomalies must be taken into
consideration.

𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡
𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 = (
)
𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
∗ 100 = 99.83
11394
= (
) ∗ 100
19

While there is a substantial amount of literature
available within the academic community covering
statistical methods, AI, Support Vector Machines
(SVM), Nave Bayes (NB) networks [12], K-Nearest
Neighbor (KNN) algorithms [70], and Bayesian
systems used in regression and classification data
problems covering credit card fraud and levels of
accuracy. There is no evidence of research that
focuses on the integration of an ANN solution for
legacy systems for the banking industry.

𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
= (𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑠
∗ 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟) ≈ 97.83
≈ (99.83 ∗ 2%) − 99.83

Fourth, this paper demonstrated data mining by
providing adequate levels of information and
architectural design used to develop an objectoriented Java-based data mining and visualization
module that can be integrated with financial legacy
systems which is the main contribution of this
research. The system design and application
architecture presented in this paper should provide
sufficient detail to aid in the development of future
scalable, modular object-oriented neural network
systems that can be integrated with any type of
legacy financial system. However, it should be
noted that the design and implementation of this
system is a prototype with limited capability,
employing only a single training algorithm, but it
could easily be improved in the future to include
new and more modern learning rules and
algorithms. Backpropagation was the training
algorithm used.

While software design patterns should be used to
solve commonly occurring architectural problems
found in the industry [38], it is important to avoid
overengineering the system architecture or coding
methods for the sake of using patterns. The
proposed solution was capable of resolving
technical and business challenges using step-by-step
approaches, as evidenced by our analytics.
While determining the number of input and output
neurons is usually straightforward often correlated
with the number of data points in a dataset or linked
to the number of classifiers required, determining
the exact number of hidden neurons, learning rate,
momentum [49], and stopping criteria remains a
trial and error process, according to the study.

Fifth, the data mining presented in this paper
contributed to knowledge sharing by expanding on
existing knowledge with a study that shows how to
implement an ANN solution for fraud detection for
legacy financial systems with a special emphasis on
Perceptron modelled Neural Networks and credit

Second, this paper demonstrated that levels of
accuracy, speed of convergence, and predictor
estimations within any Neural Network are linked to
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card data classification problems. However, because
the data was gathered from a single case study
operating in a specific geographic location (South
Africa) and commercial sector (retail), the results,
findings, and model evaluation are limited to what
our case study provided.

Neural Networks, SOM and SOFM types, allowing
for unsupervised training methods by applying
competitive
learning
strategies
using
a
neighborhood function and a study of either
Kohonen [75] or morphogenesis models [74], could
be evaluated and compared to traditional
backpropagation [76] learning rules. Some other
relevant studies can be found in [72] and [73].

Finally, we successfully demonstrated the efficacy
of data mining by combining supervised and
unsupervised learning methods. In other words, our
research contributions corresponded exactly to
Mortensen's proposal [71]. It contained three
components: technologies, quantitative methods,
and decision-making. Our proposed software
solution could seamlessly combine the results of AI,
information systems, and operational research. As a
result, we were able to meet our goal of detecting
credit card fraud.
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